Accordent PresenterPRO™ v6.0 Release Notes
New Features:
 Full install as well as separate install builds for each application in the suite:
 Accordent PresenterPRO
 Accordent Encoder Controller
 Accordent PowerPoint Add-in
 Added Presentation GUID generation to enable published presentations to have a
unique Identifier.
 Presentation wizard enhancements:
 Networked Skin directory option – allows the interface library to be centralized and
shared for multiple copies of Accordent PresenterPRO. To use the feature, there is
a registry key called UNCSkinPath that is used to point to the UNC skin directory.
 “Back” button added to the distribution page so that if any errors in publishing occur,
a user can correct the issue quickly and re-publish.
 Application version tag <<@APPVER@>> added inside Accordent PresenterPRO
interfaces that will parse to the version of Accordent PresenterPRO that was used
to publish the presentation. This enables the Accordent Media Management
System™ to know what tool version created the content and what format to expect.
 Adjustable HTTP communicate communication response wait time – the default is 5
seconds and can now be increased (e.g. For slow responding encoders) by adding
a registry key wizard: "HTTPWAITTIME" = 5000 (“1000” = 1 second).
 Presentation Manager enhancements:
 Auxiliary “out of band” enabled to be able to push to all multiple publish points UNC, FTP & SFTP.
 Adjustable FTP/SFTP keep-alive feature added within the Presentation Wizard under Advanced FTP Settings, new "KeepAliveTime" registry key value with a
default of 500 seconds (“1” = 1 second).
 Adjustable HTTP communication download wait time added for built-in Accordent
PresenterPRO registration download tab. Add registry key to "Manager" "xmltransfertime" = 2500 (“1000” = 1 second).
 Encoder Controller enhancements:
 Windows Media Encoder Max Packet size for limiting multicast packet size on the network.
 MP3 encoder to enable Podcast recording from within Accordent PresenterPRO.
 Enhanced encoding options for RealNetworks support.
 Archive Wizard enhancement:
 Enhanced Accordent PresenterPLUS™/Accordent PresenterPRO interoperability
for editing and republishing Accordent presentations.
 Accordent PowerPoint Add-in enhancement:
 New synchronization capabilities from all views within Microsoft PowerPoint™
including Normal View as well as Slideshow mode.

